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COMPANYOVERVIEW
 

DOORI CO.,LTD hasstarted its business of FRP watertank in 2005,

and now manufactures and sells high-quality products for customer's

pleasant & plenty life by providing total system in GRP WATER TANK,

stainless water tank , steel grating , environmentplant and facilities.

The main products are waterstoragefacilities as GRP watertank,

stainless steel tank and these products guarentee the quality

and performancethroughtechnical development.

Expecting customer's consistent attention and encouragement,

wewill reward with our good value products.
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HISTORY
 

03/2017

01/2017

12/2016

12/2015

07/2015

06/2015

11/2014

10/2014

06/2014

03/2014

02/2014

11/2013

04/2013

03/2013

02/2013

05/2007

09/2005

Certified ISO.9001:2015 ssey*.° SHEE:

Certified ISO 14001 :2015

Certified of design registration (waterlevel indicator)

Certified WRAS

Certified venture company

Certified KC[KOREAN SAFETY & HYGIENE STANDARD)

Established the affiliated laboratory

companyrelocation and enlargement[ Yeongcheoncity]

Registered as cooperator of Doosan construction

Certified ISO 9001

Certified MAIN -BIZ (Innovative management company)

Registered as cooperator of CAPSTONE ENG

Registered as cooperator of SERIMMULSAN

Registered as cooperator of KORVAN

Registered as cooperator of DOHA

Registered as cooperator of LOTTE construction

Established DOORI CO.,LTD
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Whatis WRAScertificate?

WRAS(Water Regulations Advisory Scheme)certificate is given to the products which

meetthe requirementrelated drinking water in UK. The products certified through

WRAS are approved as suitable for the regulations of Water Supply & Fittings in UK.

WRAS certificate is an indispensible requisite for the water tank manufacturer and

certified product and fittings can only keep the customer’ health.
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Whatis WRAScertificate?

WRAS(Water Regulations Advisory Scheme)certificate is given to the products which

meetthe requirementrelated drinking water in UK. The products certified through

WRAS are approved as suitable for the regulations of Water Supply & Fittings in UK.

WRAS certificate is an indispensible requisite for the water tank manufacturer and

certified product and fittings can only keep the customer’ health.
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WHATIS GRP?
Glass Fiber Reinforced Plastic , GRP, aslo known as FRP,, is thermoset plasitic which is a plastic

material that undergoes a chemical reaction in whichit is formed into a solid and cannot be reformed
It is used for its high mechanical strength , light , weight , corrosion and temperature resistant
properties thermalinsulation , smooth internal surface, easy to form complex shapes. Ease of repair
and its cost effectiveness, with regard to composing these ingredients and choosing the right resins,
the best techniques and glass fiber components guarentee the quality and the benefits of the

materials.

Feature of DOORI GRPWATER TANK
+ Excellent Strength
DOORI tank pursues an optimal system through quality management with design standards and
reliable structural stress analysis.

The critical point in structural anatysis is the design according to safety factor at a threshold level.
DOORI's expertiselies in the design of optimal safety factor considering the expected external force

based on the physical properties of the GRP material after long-term use of more than 15years.

 

 

 

 

 

 

     

Designstandards:

Designed external force (Threshold /safety factor]

ITEM Guaranteed Load Conditions

Earthquake Horizontal seismic intensity Kh=1/3G

Hydrostatic pressure Water Level(Height in Meters) X 0.1kgf/cm©“(0.01MPa)

Snow load 60kg/m®~

Wind load Below 60m/sec
Illumination Less than 0.1%

Water temperature Cold and hot water is used up to 50@"C

* Water Tightness

High weatherproof and elasticity of sealing material brings better water tightness
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« Durability
External reinforced structure have very few corrosion through using corrosion resistant STS material
internal reinforced structure boast its strong semi permanent life expectancy and corrosion
resistance by HDG{hot dipped galvanizing) treatment.

+ Easycapacity design
Various sizes of panels can meetthe customer's requirements of different capacities

Available Design HeightandCapacity

Available Height Available Capacity

1,0~5.0m /0.5m distance 1~3000 Ton
 

Features of DOORI Water tank

1. Strong & Long Durabilityas made by
KOREA’sexcellent hot pressed SMC technique

 

NOY] We 2.Easy cleaning & maintenance with safe and
—_———— SL eNO clean internal/external reinforcement.

Picture 1.GeneralType Picture 2. Corner ‘L’ type 3. Drains completely at roof and bottom as it

use specially designed roof panel and drainage
panel.

4.Prevent leakage completely by using
extruded rubber sealant type{EVA)

5. Prevent the algae growth in the tank, DOOR!
tank FRP panel type are made bySMC hot
pressed method , which has high opaque

quality , this opaque quality prevent the
evaporation of sterilizer , andstop the algae
growth

6. Stable construction and safety factor of &
design are realized by using strong panels and
reinforcement material

 

7.Various shape tanks are available by
combination of strong panels making the
assemblyvery easy.

Picture 5. Corner '§6' type
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1. Strong & Long Durabilityas made by
KOREA’sexcellent hot pressed SMC technique

 

NOY] We 2.Easy cleaning & maintenance with safe and
—_———— SL eNO clean internal/external reinforcement.

Picture 1.GeneralType Picture 2. Corner ‘L’ type 3. Drains completely at roof and bottom as it

use specially designed roof panel and drainage
panel.

4.Prevent leakage completely by using
extruded rubber sealant type{EVA)

5. Prevent the algae growth in the tank, DOOR!
tank FRP panel type are made bySMC hot
pressed method , which has high opaque

quality , this opaque quality prevent the
evaporation of sterilizer , andstop the algae
growth

6. Stable construction and safety factor of &
design are realized by using strong panels and
reinforcement material

 

7.Various shape tanks are available by
combination of strong panels making the
assemblyvery easy.

Picture 5. Corner '§6' type
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+ Complete Drainage
The DOORI water Tank is designed to maintain much better water quality by applying bottom

drainage structure which can discharge dust precipitated during use and other sludge completely
whencleaning.

     
   

Gathering water at the bottom side

4

4
Drainage the waste water

The combination of convex base panelswith a
concave drainage panel ensures complete and
faster drainage.

>——

( Detailed illustration a)

Aunique feature of DOORI SMCpaneltype
water tank, the concave drain panelwas
especially designedto faciliate periodic tank

cleaning and inspection.
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+ Excellent ThermalEffects
Excellent Insulation from SMC material, Polyurethane Insulation Foam Prevents freezing and dew
condensationdu to excellent thermal effect with three layer insulation structure of insulation material

and cover and minimization of water temperature changes according to the environmental
temperature change.

Warm pene! struciure (a ported part) Cross section struciure of warm pane!

    SSS
Ree
PRNPORS AY ae

ARoot | BS, re
     
    
  
  

Typical Cross Section

Vv
SMC PANELISDE)

TheDOORI Insulated panel hasspecially
developed lowthermalconductive rigid
polyurethanefoambetweentheSMCsingle
panel and GRPcoverasshown beside.
25mmi{standard for insulation)
50mmioptional)

  

  

SMC PANEL(BOTTON)

sy.

“ol INSULATION COVER PANE |  
« Comparison of Thermalconductivity according to Materials

 

 

   

Thermal Expansion “
Co-efficient of Thermal Transmission beg 2.1X10 ASTM D696

1 Water-Panel-Air Kcalm h. °C Max 5.0 ASTM D696

2 Water-insulated Panel-Air Kcalm h. °C Max 0.9

Thermal Conductivity
(Non Insulated Panel) Kealim hh. Max O15 ASTM D696

acoy Max 0.02 ASTM D696
(Insulated Panel) an

Thermal Expansion Co-€fficient 1 0.000016 ASTM 4811:2005
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* Prevention of Base Panel Water Leakage
DOORI SMC watertankis designed panel exact FEM3Dsimulation with optimum thickness and shape

and completely prevented the leakage which can be occurred by panel deformation, crack and others

due to water pressure.

 
(3D FEMof Bottom Panel _—)
 (Water Pressure Closes Joints)

 

 

WATER PRESSURE

 

Water Pressure Mechanism

The water pressure make by filling

the tank seals, the joints prevent-

Tate Meas be 19(3

FEM Design 3D Analysis

 

   
Material Property Test Hydraulic Pressure Test
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« Best Hygienic Properties
DOORI SMC water tank has adopted panels that completely block the direct sunlight to avoid the
growth of algae and other micro-organisms. And by assembling tanks with anti-rust accessories, it
can keep water clean. Refer to the PSB test report with SS375 based on the Food Sanitation Standards
and Sunlight Transmission test as below.

FRust Proofing,

Poor Sanitation On OtherTank DOORI SMC WaterTank

 

FLow Sunlight Transmission,

Opaque GRP Panels

(Negligible Growth
Evaporation of Sterilizer

Legend ResidualSterilizer Inhibits Algae Growth and
* sterilizer + spores (Algae) Bacterial Reproduction
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INTEGRATED PRODUCTION SYSTEM

STELL ACCESSORIES PANLELS

Hydraulic
Pressure Test
=m

  test a

Product Shippingse"
Storage
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~~ INTEGRATED PRODUCTION SYSTEM
MATERIAL CHARACTERISTIC

Panel GRP Panel

Sealant PVC

Joints Bolt & Nut Structural Stee! Galvanized and/orStainless Steel

Roof support FRP

Structural Galvanized Steel

Stainless Steel Grade A4/316 or A2/304

. External Reinforcing
Reinforcements

Internal Reinforcing

MATERIAL SPECIFICATION OF PANEL

NO.CharacteristicsStandardValue
1 specific gravity ASTM D 792 1800kg/m*

2 tensile strength ASTM D 638; BS 2782 ASTM D 3481 108Mpa

3 flexural strength ASTM D 790; BS 2782 ASTM D 3481; BS 5734 220Mpa

4 impact strength ASTM D 256; BS 2782; BS 5734 181kj/m?2

5 compressive strength ASTM D 695 100Mpa

6 shear strength ASTM D 22344; BS 2782 94.1Mpa

i water absorption ASTM D 570; BS 7491 0.2%

8 glass content ASTM D 2344; BS 2782 31.40%

i] light transmission = 0%

10 resin content = min 58

11 bending strength = 190-200Mpa

12 barcol hardness ASTM D 2583; BS 2782 55

13 cavity = max 2%

14 young's modulus - 1.40 x 105kg/cm?

15 toxicity BS 6920 Nill

16 micro—biological growth BS 6920 Nill

17 ultra—biolet rasy None

18 opacity 0
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~ INTERNAL REINFORCEMENTSYSTEM
 

 

 

   

 

_ External Ladder (HDG, SUS 304/316)

. - , 5

Tt
; le

: . -—) |, ,
AssemblyBolt ‘a ‘tal t mo uF Wall panel

(SUS 304 or 316) ~ ;

, ; p — External
tt abl. . Reinforcement

External ; -
Pat no ee (HDG)
(HDG) eS_

(HDG)Base Frame HDG
(HDG or Epoxy Paint) Gare Concrete pan

Components Material

External Reinforcement HDG

Internal Reinforcement SS316

External Ladder HDG

Internal Ladder GRP

Air Ventilation PVC

Sealant Tape EVA Foam

Fasteners(External) HDG

Fasterners(Internat) SS316

Steel Skid base HDG or Epoxy Paint
Water LavelIndicator HDG

Manhole Cover. GRP

Pipe Lifting the Roof PVC
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Base Concrete pad

Roof Panel
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STEELACCESSORIES STEELACCESSORIES
ermal Tie rod fixing bracket for double 2 layers External Tie rod Fixing Bracket

 

 

 

    
   meri’ SS304 or SS316L
 

 

@rod fixing bracket for single layer

External Corner reinforcing Bracket

SOSainiess Steel)Maternalid $5304 or SS316L Matedell gracescna

idee "s) ee|bRpyay) hy

 

 

 

   
    
 

 

   External Flange Reinforcing Angle
 

 

 

   
 

Internal bracket fixing plale

 

   
 

 

Internal flange Reinforcing Bar

   
 

 

   
 

Internal flanoe Reinforcin
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STEELACCESSORIES STEELACCESSORIES
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STEELACCESSORIES OTHERACCESSORIES
Steel Skid(Main Beam) for under 2.5mH

E . Material (Hot doped Galvanized)
take

$$400

(Hot dipped Galvanized)

Size Angle 75x756mm
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Mater $S400

- (Hot dipped Galvanized)

Size Channel 125x65*6.5mm -

a

Steel Skid(Sub Beam) for under 4mH
 

Material ARS

 

    
 

Material 55400
(Hot dipped Galvanized)

Size Channel 75X40x 5mm
 

    

 

Anchor Bracket and Anchor bolts Sealing Tape

S~
(Hot dipped Galvanized)
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FITTINGS
We provide fitting for pipe upon customer's request. Customers are required to decide the size and
location of intet, outlet, overflowand drainage correctly.

Standard Spexification of Flange

Secocty|ist_[_Cutetovertow_Pain_ Srescty|_tet_||tet|[Qvertow:|Onin

 

1-5’ 1-50? 40A,

6-10? 404 654 654 40/4, 6-10? 404 654 65A 404

11-2007 404 654 65A 40A, 11-2007 504 SoA 804 404,

21-5007 504 804 BOA 404, 21-5007 0A 1004 1254 504

51-100r’ SA 100A, 125A 50A, 51-100n" SOA 100A, 1254 50A

101-200n' BOA 1504, 1254 50A, 101-200n' 100A, 200A, 1504, 80A,

201-500m' 100A 200A, 150A BOA,

over 500m’ 100A 200A 1504 BOA,

FLANGE TYPE
 

65A(2 1/2") 4

80A(3") 185 20 25 90 140 150 8 19 14mm

100A(4") 210 20 25 110 140 175 8 19 14mm

125A(5") 250 20 25 140 140 210 8 19/23 20mm

1SOA(6) 330 20 25 170 140 240 8 23 20mm

2004/8") 330 20 25 290 170 290 12 23 20mm

2504(10") 400 24 25 355 170 355 12 25 22mm

300A(12") 445 24 25 400 170 400 16 25 22mm

SOCKET TYPE

15A 5 Y ’

204

25A(1")

32A(1 1/4")

6SA(1 1/2")
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5

1.5
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Specification for Foundation Concrete
 

WorkandtheInstallation Space
PAD Manufacturing Standard

 

 

 

        
   

Width More than 400mm
Height More than 600mm (Including basic frame)
interval Less than 1m in maximum

Size of outer part W,L+ 400m

Floorplan Less than 1/500 in gardiert (maint eins even surface of the upper part)

{Reference Plan)
e.g. 3miW x 4mL * 2mH 4400(L+400)
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Spacefor Installation

60mm in each direction (1000mm at the top) is required for installation, construct, inspetion, and

maintenance of the tank.
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CASE OF INSTALLATION
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CUSTOMER REPONSIBILITIES.
lnportart Notes - GRPWATER TANK.

Essential information for the ste Engineeraimed at assisting the planning of a project and to amticipate and avoid potential on-site prothems

1.Off-loading : at the nearest point of hard standing - the “ Delivery Point®
2.Receipt Signatures : a responsible employee or representative must be on hand to receive the goods. inspect them if sowished and
sign for them. Failing this a signature from other ste personnel will be considered equally binding unless specifically instructed

otherwise when the delivery is arranged.

3, Onsite Storage : To store the goodsin a clean, safe, secure location, providing necessary product protection against loss or demage

and by fully insuring the goods against loss or damage-Tank supplier does not accept responsibility for lost or damaged goods following

their delivery to the site.

4. Site movement : to ensure the product or components are safety moved from the delivery point [via ary storage point ff there & a

delay between delivery and installation] to the immediate vicinity of. But not on the tank foundation. In the event of this not being done

and it being practical to do so, In the installation tearm will move or assisit in moving the components and their time will be charged as
day-works at the current dally rates if packages are broken or opened, the custorner will be responsible for the cost of replacing any

demages or shortages.

5.Foundation the flat screed, Concrete Steelwork or support walls provided to support respective sectional tank type. shall be flat,

level and free from any local regularities and not vary than 2mrn in any meter or a total of 6mm in any 6 meteres measured laterally

or diagonally The customeris responsible for ensuring the structural imtergrity of the tank foundation/supports which mustbe capable

of supporting the tank and its contents without movement If the erectors find the foundation unsuitable or incomplete the tank will not

be erected. The customer is reponsible for any costs resulting form the base being found to be unsuitable whetherit is before or after
installation.

4,Site induction : a maximun one-hour period is allowedforin the price for site induction. Extention to this period will be charged at
the suppliers agreed ma-hoursrate.

7.Working space ; shall be in accordance with Health and Safety legislation requirements and free fron any debris A minimurn
500mm clearance is required all around the tank for installation and maintenance. For externally flanged tanks a minimum of 500mm

clearance is required beneath the tank. A minimum of 750mm is required above the roof of the tank for installation, access and

maintenance.Site delays or additional time taken due to cramped or restricted working conditions wil be charged extra at the agreed

man hour rate, On handed over on completion of the tank installation, The customer is responsible forits protection against damage.

8. Ancillary Equipment: forall pipe-work, valves, ¢tc., independent support must be provided. Float valwes, float swiches, imenersion

heaters etc will be supplied on 2 supply onty basis. our erectors will attach these itemsto the tank during installation for safekeeping
however final adjustment , any necessary wiring and cornenssioning of such equipment are the customer's responsibility. in the event

that fault develop then ourliability will be limited to the supply of replacernentitems or spare parts forfitting by others.

9.Testing /commissioning ; of the tank is the customer's reponsibility as it is seldorn this can be carried our immeridately on

cornpletion of erection. Erectors will not stay on site or return to withmess tests unless by special arrangement.It is essential that the

tank be filled and tested within 10 working days of complete assembly and forit to remain filled thereafter.If the tank cannot be tested

within this period , return visit charages will be levied , If Partitioned tanks have compartments cornenissioned on separate occasions.

Return visit charges will be levied on each visit. Should the tank not be filled within the 10days period oris drained down following the

intial test, the manufacturer is prepared to return to site to inspect and at additional cost to the customer reclity the assembly as

necessary prior to ré-certifying the one year warranty from that date.

10, Sterilization: tanks should not be sterilized unt& they have been tested and proved to be watertight. The provision of or payment of

tank stenlization & specifically excluded.

11. Moving of Sectional Tanks : after installation. Itis not advised and no responsibitity is taken by the manufacturer should a tank
be moved or repositioned,
12. Insulation : secondary applied insulation Lagging or enclosure should not be installed until successful tank testing is concluded
and any costs incurred in the removal and replacement of these will be the responsibility of the customer.

13. Scaffolding : where required, to be provided free issue by the customer.

14. Overflow Discharge : The provision of Regulation compliant pipework capable of conducting any possible tank overflowing
discharges safety and securely to suitable and appropriate drainage facilities is the responsibility of the customer, More detailed

information Data Sheets on Foundations Working space , Testing and Commissionig specific to a particular Sectional Tank Type are

available from DOOR! CO.,LTD.
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NOTICE & CAUTION
Customers and users of DOOR! Glassfiber Reinforced Plastic Sectional Panel Type Cold Water Storage Tanks are advised of the

following general quidelines. This list is not exhaustive and is provided for generalinformation only. Customers and users are reminded

that there may be in force locally regulations, by-laws, codes of practice or other regulations governing the safe operation of water

Sorage tanks wihwhich they may be required to comply.

 

*No parts or accessories other thanthose approved by the Manufacturer should be used with DOOR tanks.

*DOORI tanks should not be filled wthwaterhaving a temperature greater than 30°C

“DOORI tanks and parts suitable faro use ontywith drinkingwaterand industrial water,
"DOOR! tanks and parts should not be used with any liquids containinig high chemical concentractions .

*DOORI tanks should not be assembled over 4.0 meters in depth .

*DOORI tanks should not be installed belowground level.

“DOOR! tanks should not be installed on the vehicle such as cars and trains and so on .

“DOOR! tanks should not be installed on the footings or support foundations in any fashion other than specified in the assembly

instructions and installation drawings as provided from timeto time by the manufacturer.

*Avoid abrupt enpact , especially of 4 piercing nature , to the panel.

“Care should be exercised at alltimes to ensure that no naked flame or “hot” item is applied to anytank parts.

“Please do not use equipmentwhich it may be damaged orscratched the tankwhen cleaning .

“Please do not stand on internal reinforcements of the tank, or release /dismantle ary reinforcements .

*Pleasedo not pull out the sealing rubber which is stuch cut from panels sections .

"Pleasedo not loose any bolts and nuts.

in case of tank with partitions [the tank divided into each compartments], please do not occur the water level gap between each

compartments , because the function ofthe partition is , not to stopwater during clearning of the one sided compartmert.

“in case of tank with partitions(the tank divided into each compartmentsl, please do nat operate anlyone compartment being the oher

compartment with empty more than oneweek.

“Watchyour steps because the bottorn panel is slipping whenyou enter into the tank.

“please do not put anyobstacles on the roof panel.

“if the now remains more than 60kgs/square meter, please get the snowoff the roof.

“DOOR! tanks and parts should be reqularlychecked and periodically cleaned inside . Water level should be controlled as internal

metalreinforcing parts usually get in touch with water , to prevent corrosion . Corroded internal metal reinforcinig parts shoud be

replaced from time to time 45 required. Afterinitial filling ether at original commissioning or on bringing a tank backinto regular use

after ary prolonged period of tine left empty orwith standing water.all tank panets and reinforcing part fasternings should be

checked fortightness intergrity and the absenceof leaks .

“All air vents and overtlow pipes should be regularlychecked and kept clean and free from obstruction,

*All tanks , or each compartment of divided tanks, should be fitted with overflow pipels) set at a level and of sufficient internal diameter
to prevent the tank over -topping -

“Whentanks or compeartrnents of tans have been allowed to stand either emptyor par full for any protonged period of time.

the tanks orcompartmentsshould be flushed through and cleaned before the tank or compartment ts brought back into normal use .

“The hinged lid of anymanhole panels onthe tank should be kept securely locked .

"Care should be taken when working on , around or near the tank to ensure that are not subjected to any sudden blows,

impact so contractswhich might damage the panets of the tank .

*Be careful not to drop yourselfwhenyou climb a ladderand climb down a ladder

*Be careful not to fall into manhole whencleaning

“Be careful not to have the manhole panel are blown awaybywindwhen it is opened .

"in case of tank with paritionslthe tank divided into each compartments], lease clean up after confirming no defect around
partitions and reinforcements such as deforming , crach Jeakage and so on.

*The products are assembled in strict accordance in DOOR!'s judgement, with its Assembly Manual submitted by DOOR!.

*The Drawing showing the pattern , configuration and assembly of the panel based on ourlatest specification shall be submitted upon

requirement .
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GRPWATERTANK

DOORI Oo
[ Head office) 911-1, Geumbak-ro, Sari-ri, Daechang-myeon, Yeongcheon-si, Gyeongsangbuk-do, Korea

Tel +82-53-761-1553~4 /Fax +82-54-335-1554

[Branch] 846, 8-20, Bodeum 3-ro, Sejong, Korea

Tel +82--70-4617-3538 /Fax +82-70-8270-2322

[E-mail] letankfanaver.com, salesfadooritank.co.kr

www.dooritank.co.kr

Distributor in Viet Nam


